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Abstract

In view of the greater changes of posture, illumination, expression and scene in reality
environment have a strong impact on wild face recognition algorithm to identify
performance problem, and puts forward a kind of linear discriminant analysis side
information (SILD) algorithm on hyperplane fusion of learning prototype. First of all,
using support vector machine (SVM) to weak tag of data-concentrated sample is
expressed as the middle-level characteristics of prototype hyperplane, using a learning
combination coefficient to select sparse support vector set from untagged conventional
data set; then, under the constraints of the combination sparse coefficient of SVM model,
by using Fisher linear discriminant criterion to maximize discriminant ability of untagged
data set, and using the iterative optimization algorithm to solve the objective function; in
the end, using SILD for feature extraction, cosine similarity measure to complete the final
face recognition. In two general face data sets of wild face recognition (LFW) and
YouTube, it makes comparison of PHL+SILD method and low-level features + SILD
method on some characteristics, such as strength, LBP, Gabor feature and Block Gabor
feature, average accuracy, area under the curve (AUC) and entire error rate (EER). The
validity and reliability of the proposed algorithm is verified by the experiments.
Keywords: Wild face recognition; Prototype hyperplane learning; Middle-level
character representation; Support vector machine; Linear discriminant analysis
information

1. Introduction
Over the past two decades, under the non-limited conditions face recognition has made
significant progress, and obtained good experimental results on data sets such as FERET
[1], CMU-PIE [2] and so on. Recently, wild face recognition has attracted a wide range of
research interests of scholars, face image is usually collected under non-limited
conditions, because there has larger changes on posture, illumination, expression and
scenario, wild face recognition has become a more challenging task [3]. Inspired by
literature [14], this paper proposes a linear discriminant side information algorithm of
hyper plane fusion of learning prototype, by using attached untagged conventional data
set to build Support Vector Machine (SVM) model (that is prototype hyperplane), thus
obtain the middle-level characteristics expression of prototype hyperplane, and proposes
an iterative optimization algorithm to solve the objective function, the obtained non-zero
combination coefficient automatically determine each prototype hyperplane used for wild
face recognition, using SILD for dimension reduction, cosine similarity metric to
complete face recognition. Experimental results verify the effectiveness and superiority of
the proposed algorithm.
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2. Proposed Algorithm
2.1. Learning Algorithm of Prototype Hyper Plane
1) Define Equation(1)tracking problem as regression problem：given weak-tagged
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2) Optimize the regression problem in Equation(1): using the iterative optimization
method for iterative optimization of A and B , A is given ， solving the following
problem to obtain B ：
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1 ,  2 ,..., C are independent in Equation (2)，by optimizing the following problem to
solve each  i separately
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Using minimum angle regression to solve the optimal  i .
Given B ，ignore the constraint condition on  i ，and directly calculate A by solving
the following problem：
A*  arg min
a1 , a2 ,..., ac
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Using SVD can obtain the optimal A , that is
RwT ( H bT H b ) B  U V T , and A*  UV T

(5)

Where ， U  [u1 , u2 ,..., uN ] includes front C dominant feature vectors of matrix
U  [u1 , u2 ,..., uN ] . In this study ， iterative solving Equation(2) and (4) ， until the
absolute error of B after twice continuous iterations is less than the preset threshold，
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Step5: Given B ，establish SVD, that is RwT ( H bT H b ) B  U V T ， using A*  UV T to
solve A ，where, U  [u1 , u2 ,..., uN ] including front C domain feature values of matrix
U  [u1 , u2 ,..., uN ] .
Step6: Repeat Step1 to Step5 until the changes of B in twice continuous iterations is
less than  (in this study   0.001 )。

2.2. Dimensionality Reduction and Recognition
With learning prototype hyperplane, using Equation (3), each sample can be
represented as its middle-level decision value eature, in order to further reduce the feature
dimension and improve performance, using the proposed recently SLID [14] for
dimension reduction, use only weak-tagged training data can learn discriminant projection
matrix, when the class label information of each sample is known, SILD and Fisher linear
discriminant analysis are equivalent. In SILD training process, only use the samples of the
same object to define the inner-class scattering matrix, using the sample pair of different
objects to define inter-class scattering matrix, use the general feature value decomposition
method to determine the projection matrix for dimension reduction. Testing process (as
shown in Figure 1 (b)), for each pair of test data z and ẑ , use learning prototype
hyperplane to respectively produce corresponding middle-level feature to express f ( z )
and f ( zˆ ) , and then use SILD training process learning of projection matrix f ( z ) and
f ( zˆ ) mapped to a space, and finally, before the execution of face recognition, using
cosine function to calculate to similarity of test sample pair, the entire process is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Proposed Algorithm Flow Chart: (1) Training Process (b) Test
Process

3. Experiment
On two unconstrained conditions data sets: wild flagged face image (LFW) [4] and
YouTube face dataset [15], this section makes comparison on the prototype hyperplane
learning algorithm (PHL) proposed in this paper and several other relatively advanced
algorithms.
3.1. Dataset
LFW database is a large database, is composed of 13,233 face images of 5749 people,
standard assessment protocol focus on two points: the model selection and performance
evaluation. In this experiment, the central area of each face image is cut to 80×150 pixel
by removing the background.
YouTube face database is a large video data set without constraints, contains 3425
videos of 1595 objects, each object has average 2.15 video, each video clip length is about
181 frames at 24fps.
Using image-limited training model on two data sets in experiment, namely, only know
some sample belongs to the same object or a different object, and have no idea about the
class label of each sample, in order to build untagged conventional data set  ，randomly
select 3000 untagged samples from LFW dataset as conventional data set, select image
from YouTube face dataset as the training dataset, it is important to note that there is no
repeat image between conventional data set and test set. Every cycle of experiment
accuracy is defined as the correct classified sample pairs number divided by the total
ˆ
number of test sample pairs, the standard deviation is defined as
, where ˆ is the
10
standard deviation.
3.2. Parameter Discussion
Take YouTube face dataset as example, it explores the influence of the number of
different prototype hyperplane C and sparse parameter t on the performance of the
algorithm in this paper, including the recognition accuracy and time-consuming of the
whole algorithm, C respectively takes 100, 200, 400 and 200, and t respectively takes
0.1,0.2,…,0.8. Experiment uses MATLAB7.0 and implements on a personal computer,
the computer configuration is: Windows XP operating system, Centrino core 2 processor,
3.10 GHz basic frequency, 8GB RAM, the influence of parameter C and t on
recognition accuracy of proposed algorithm as shown in Figure 2, the influence of
parameter C and t on time-consuming of proposed algorithm as shown in Figure 3.
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Time-consuming in training(s)

Figure 2. The Influence of Parameter C and t on Recognition Accuracy of
Proposed Algorithm

Figure 3. The Influence of Parameter C and t on Time-Consuming of
Proposed Algorithm
It can be seen from the Figure 2, when C is set to be relatively larger, the average
accuracy of the proposed algorithm will be better, but the training time will increase at the
same time (as shown in Figure 3). This paper also uses other features on YouTube data
sets and makes similar observation with LFW data set, in order to weigh the effectiveness
and efficiency, when using all types of features, set C =400 on the two data sets. When
parameter t is set between 0.2 to 0.8, the results of this study has become relatively
stable, considering that no predefined attached dataset used for model selection, and in
following experiment set parameter t as 0.5 on YouTube face dataset.
3.3. Comparison and Analysis
This section makes comparison of the proposed algorithm with other relatively
advanced algorithms on LFW and Youtube dataset.
3.3.1. LFW Dataset: In LFW data sets, this study uses eight types of features, including
strength, LBP, Gabor feature and Block Gabor feature and the root of these features, and
contrasts performance of PHL + SILD and low-level feature + SILD algorithm.
Strength feature is directly extracted by vectorization of each gray image to 12000dimensional feature vector. For LBP feature, it first extracts 59 frames histogram from
each 10×10 non-overlapping pixel blocks, then all the histograms series into a single
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7080-dimensional feature vector. Use 40 Gabor kernel functions to extract Gabor feature
from eight directions of five grades, in order to reduce the feature dimension, further
using 10×10 conversion factor under-sampling Gabor filtering image, however, this
important under-sampling process may reduce the performance of face recognition. Using
Block Gabor feature additionally, before under-sampling with each Gabor filtering image
be divided into six non-overlapping blocks, each block of the Gabor filtering sub-image
only using 2×2 conversion factor for under- sampling, and then separate each block of
Gabor feature, rather than put them in series into a long feature vector, for each pair of
face image, the Gabor feature of six blocks using cosine function to calculate the six
similarity, and then output a average score. In order to mix 8 class features, each pair of
images is expressed as a 8-dimensional similarity features, then calculate the final
similarity of each pair of images by using linear SVM, the experimental results are shown
in Table 1.
Table 1. Performance of Different Types Low-Level Feature on LFW Dataset
(Average Accuracy ±Standard Deviation)
feature name

feature type
low-level feature+SILD
PHL+SILD
original
0.8020±0.0067
0.8097±0.0072
strength
root
0.8010±0.0056
0.7925±0.0045
original
0.8412±0.0034
0.8442±0.0062
LBP
root
0.8485±0.0035
0.8542±0.0064
original
0.7902±0.0059
0.8030±0.0065
Gabor
root
0.8102±0.0064
0.8335±0.0056
original
0.8233±0.0052
0.8343±0.0067
Block Gabor
root
0.8452±0.0044
0.8510±0.0052
Merge result
0.8768±0.0050
0.8867±0.0070
It can be seen from Table 2, "PHL + SILD" uses SILD to perform dimension reduction
is helpful to the improvement of recognition rate, it is worth mentioning that "PHL +
SILD" used is middle-level feature, while “low-level feature+ SILD "are using the
original low-level feature, in addition to the root of strength feature, execution effect of "
PHL + SILD " in all other types of features are better than" low-level features + SILD
"[14], when using Gabor feature root, performance increases 2.55%, indicates that the use
of PHL method is very effective to middle-level feature extraction when learning the
optimal separating hyperplane. Single feature based on "single LE” [6] method gets only
81.22% of recognition accuracy," PHL + SILD "using LBP root results is 85.42%," PHL
+ SILD "combined all eight classes of feature, the recognition rate can be as high as
88.67%.
In addition, this paper makes comparison of the proposed algorithm with several other
relatively advanced algorithms, including: " Multi-area histogram " [5], " Method based
on combined b/g sample" [10], "attribute and similar classifier"[9], "LE + small kind
figure" [6], "CSML + SVM" [12], " Qualcomm brain inspiration characteristics " [8] and
" interaction prediction "[13]. Comparison results as shown in Table 2, at the same time,
ROC curve is also given in Figure 4.
Table 2. Performance Comparison of Proposed PHL+SILD and Other
Advanced Algorithms on LFW Datasets (Average Accuracy ±Standard
Deviation (SE))
Type

Method

No attached data

Multi-area histogram [5]
Multi-LE + small sample figure [6]
Low-level feature + SILD [14]
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Average accuracy
±standard deviation
0.7925±0.0055
0.8445±0.0046
0.8768±0.0050
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Tagged attached data

Correct recognition rate

Untagged attached
data

CSML + SVM [12]
Qualcomm brain inspiration features [8]
Properties and similar classifier [9]
Interaction prediction [13]
Method based on combined b/g sample
[10]
PHL + SILD (proposed algorithm)

0.8800±0.0037
0.8813±0.0058
0.8529±0.0123
0.9057±0.0056
0.8683±0.0034
0.8867±0.0070

Multi-LE+small sample image
Properties and similar classifier
Combined b/g sample
CSML+SVM
Qualcomm brain inspiration
features
Interaction prediction
Low-level feature+SILD
PHL+SILD

Error receptance rate

Figure 4. ROC Curve of Each Algorithm on LFW Dataset
It can be seen from Table 3, and Figure 4, PHL + SILD is a bit poor than " interaction
prediction" algorithm in the literature [13], but, the " interaction prediction" requires a
personal internal changes of strong-tagged attached data sets, and the proposed PHL +
SILD only need attached untagged data sets. Compared with several other comparison
algorithms, this algorithm has achieved better recognition effect, it does not need to use
the attached data in literature [5-8, 12-14].
3.3.2. YouTube Dataset: On YouTube dataset, the experiment directly uses three
characteristics provided by literature [15] (i.e., LBP, CSLBP and FPLBP), considering all
the face images are all aligned by the fixed face key point detection, so it extracts the
average characteristics from all frames in a video clip, so as to output average vectors for
follow-up process of PHL + SILD and low-level feature + SILD.
Experiment compares PHL+SILD, “MBGS” [15] algorithm with low-level feature +
SILD algorithm, average precision, area under the curve (AUC) and entire error rate t
(EER) data of the three kinds of algorithms are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Recognition Results of Three Algorithms Using LBP, CSLBP and
FPLBP Characteristic on YouTube Face Data Set (Average Accuracy
±Standard Deviation std),AUC and EER)
Character

LBP

CSLBP

Average accuracy
±standard deviation
MBGS[15]
0.764±0.018
Low-level feature +SILD[14]
0.773±0.019
PHL+SILD
PHL+SILD
0.802±0.013
(proposed algorithm)
MBGS[15]
0.724±0.020
Low-level feature +SILD[14]
0.736±0.015
PHL+SILD
0.752±0.010
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AUC

EER

0.826
0.840

0.253
0.236

0.872

0.203

0.789
0.804
0.823

0.287
0.286
0.248
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Correct recognition rate

MBGS[15]
0.726±0.020
0.801
0.277
+SILD[14]
0.729±0.024
0.796
0.283
Low-level feature +SILD[14]
FPLBP
PHL+SILD
PHL+SILD
0.759±0.015
0.825
0.244
(proposed algorithm)
It can be seen from Table 4, that, three kinds of characteristics performances used in
PHL + SILD are better than "low-level feature + SILD ", and the average accuracy is 3%
higher than " low-level feature + SILD", once again shows that using PHL learning
classification hyperplane to extract characteristic is beneficial. Using LBP characteristic,
the performance improvement of PHL + SILD algorithm in aspects of ACC, AUC and
EER are 3.8%, 4.6% and 5% higher than MBGS, respectively, using the CSLBP and
FPLBP characteristics, PHL + SILD algorithm is obviously better than that of MBGS.
As shown in Figure 5, are three algorithms using ROC curve of LBP characteristic and
FPLBP characteristic. Also can be seen from the figure that the PHL + SILD method
proposed in this paper are superior to "low-level feature + SILD" and MBGS in various
cases.

Error receptance rate

Figure 5. ROC Curve of Each Algorithm on YouTube Dataset

4. Conclusion
In order to better resolve the problem of influence of illumination, expression, posture,
and scene larger changes on wild face recognition, this paper uses weak-tagged data sets
to learn some binary classification hyperplane of the SVM model, of which support vector
sparse set can automatically select from un-tagged conventional dataset, each sample in
weak-tagged dataset expresses a middle-level characteristics, the term of characteristics is
the decision-making value corresponding to learning SVM model, then, in each of the
SVM model only select support vector sparse set from conventional dataset under
constraint conditions, by using FLD-like objective function to maximize the discriminant
ability of weak-tagged dataset to learn the optimal prototype hyperplane, and using SILD
for dimension reduction, cosine similarity metric to complete human face recognition.
Based on the two unconstrained conditions of datasets: wild tagged face image (LFW)
and YouTube face data set, this paper makes contrast experiment on proposed prototype
hyperplane learning algorithm (PHL) and several other relative advanced algorithms, the
results verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed algorithm. It will apply the
proposed algorithm to other non-constraint face data sets in the future, and combined with
other advanced technologies, and carries on a large number of experiments to further
improve the recognition performance.
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